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In thl.s report the ·,.:or't.. carried out to inv~stlgate the noi!>~ re-
ductlon characteristics of general aviation type, flat, double-wall 
structnres, at the Univer~ity or K.:msas Flight R.!search Labor3tory, 
is presented. The test: speclomens arc tYP1.cal of the double-wall struc-
tures that are currently being used in general aviation aircraft. The 
object of this investie3tion is to g~nerate a dat~ base of such panels. 
A secondary objective is to develo? ~ sinple theory that will reasonably 
predict the noise reduction characteristics of such panels without ex-
cessive coouuter meoory and time. 
The eJ~eriment3l study was c~rr~ed out on 20-by-20-l.nch panels 
~.;ith an e,:posed area of 18 by 18 l.ncll'.!s. The tt!sts were performed at 
norn:al incidence and at room tecperaturt! and pressure. A frequency 
range fro:::. 20 to 5000 H:: ~las covct'ed. l'he nolse source wa'-3 a sloHly 
s~ ... ept sine ~ave genl?rator. 
The e:Qcricantal results, in general, follow the expected trends. 
At low frequencies the dcuble-~Jall structures are no better thon the 
single-wall structures. However, for depths not":l'ally used in the 
genera' av~ation industry, the double-wall structure becomes effective 
from 3r.O Hz. At h~gh frequencies, double-waJl p3nels are very attrac-
tive. l~e graph~te-epo~' 3k~n panels have h~gher no~se reduct loon at 
'Jcry lOt.; frequencies (:hoo Hz) than the Kevlar skin panels. But the 
aluminum panels have higher noise reduction in the hi.gh-frequency 
region, due to the~r gre.2ter mass. Use of fl.bergl'lss insulation is 
not effective in the low-fl.equency reg~on, and at times it is even 




It damps out the p&nel-air-pdnel ~c&o~ances as well as increases 
noise reduction due to V1~COUS Ci[B~l~. 
The interior trim p3nel used 1n che inaustry can be advantageously 
used as a noise control treat:::ent elc:r.ent in double-wall structures. 
However, the tests ~ndicate that moqt trlffi :an~ls do not behave like 
I1mp panels. Certajn base material and treatment combinations for 
the trim panels perform much better than others, even 1n spite of 
their weight penalties; and further study may be required to determine 
exactly their noise attenuatlon char~cterlsti:s. In the meantime, 
use of ~easured sin£le-pa~el slope for the trim panels as an addltional 
parameter provides a reasonable approximation for theoretlcal pred~c-
tions. 
Within its limitatl.cns, the theoretical model predlcts the trans-
mission loss of ttese ~ultilayered panels reasonably well. 
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This report is 3. ccntlnu<::.tir.n 0; the Gocl1fncntation of th~ r'!scarch 
accomplish~d ~ndcr the cont1nuing N~SA Cooperative Agreecent ~CCI-6. 
the progress of the tesearch accomp11~h~d dur1ng the period ~ay 1, 
19S~, ~hrough Cct,be: 31, 1982, of the current proj~ct year (~3Y 1, 
1982, through Apr11 30, 1933) W3.~ ic;luJed in the previous report, 
KU-FRL-4l7- 19 (Referenc~ 1). 
The present repor~ covers the period fro~1 Novemb~r 1982 through 
April 1983. As e~~1~1ned in R~ferencc 1, curing the period June 1982 
through Septccbe:- 19R2 t:1t; progress on the e~~pe t"i,::ental in'Jest1gation 
was delay~d due to che theft of the Apple computet" used in t~e dat~ 
3cquisitioll systeo. A ... 'l tiB computer tJa5 boughl in its place and was 
interfaced with the real-time analyzer. The calibration of the facility 
tlith thi 5 COl:lputcr and dcvelopoent of ::he required soft-,.,are took avprox-
t::mte:Ly t .. -o oore months. The present d'lta acquis1tion and analysis pro-
c~dures are described in Append~~ A. 
In the ~resent report1ng per10j the n01se reduct10n character:::.stics 
of double-wal! panel~ were 1nvestigated. The double-wall ~ancls are 
m3de up of t~o panel~ {one representat1ve of the sk1n and the other or 
the tr~.'J) separated t"!.rhet b: an airf!ap or by a fiberglass themal 
insulation ~terial. In 1naust~J th~s conf1r,uration is w1dely used. 
The sk:::.n panel nOr.:lal'y J.5 dt"S1gneti for the str\lc::ural 1nteglity of the 
airplane. The interJ.ot" tr1~ panel is ucicd for decorative purposes. 




orient~d, general ~vi.~iQn 3~r?13neG; but ~ore l~xurious naterials such 
as carpel, le~the~, nee., are used ~n bU51ness and executive type air-
craft. In pressurized aircraft dnci 1n a1~craft ftyi~g at high alti-
tudes, f1ber?lass in8u13':1('n 1S lIsed to provide thenal insulation. 
~e obJectiv~ of the p~e~ent invcst1gation is to study the sound at ten-
uRtion characteristic~ of such panpls and to us~ them 35 d part of the 
tce<:.tment tCJ reduce e,,::ern;:lly gt'neratl:'!d noise. In th1s investig:ltion 
both al~Qinum and f1ber-re1nforced mater1dls were uspd as the sk1n 
tmterial'.. The tritl pC'nels ll1Vest1gaLed are the ones used in the 
industty. Beech Aircraft Corporat1on ana Cessna Aircraft Company 
(Wallace D"ivisbn) pro\·1..ded the test specimens. The panel deeails and 
the conf1gurations tested are desct"1bed in Chapter 2. The results of 
the e},:pericental invesusation are pres<!nt<'!d 1n Chapter 3. 
The computer prograr- describeci in References 1 and 2 was '.1sed 
to calculate the nofse reduction charact~ristics of the double-wall 
panel ~onfigurations. In Chapter 4 the tht~ret1cal values calculated 
using this prcgr~m arc cocpared w1th the c~7~rirnental results obtained. 






DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACTLIrr A~'D TEST PA~lELS 
2.1 DESCRIPTIOll OF T!-iE ACOUSTIC rEST FACILITY 
The l--.'1l-FRL .::coustic test facil1ty ~as used in ::hl.s Investigatl.on. 
A detailed description of this test facility and l.ts characterist1cs is 
given in References 3 and 4. Salient features are excerpted from these 
report~ and presented in Appendlx A. In the saMe append1x th~ limlta-
tions of the facility are also described. All the panels tested were 
20 inches by 20 inchc .. ~ith l8-inch·by-lS-inch e-..posed area. The tests 
were cond~cted under normal incldcnce at room temperature. The only 
modific:ltl.ons to the test facllity were the t:lree adapter tubes added 
to acco~odate the three panel depths tested. A diagram of the fac~l-
lty with the adapters lS shown in F~gure 2.1. The output [rom the test 
faci11ty is in the form of noise reJuctl.on curves plotted as a functl.on 
of frequency. The noise reduction .:lcross a structure is defined as 
where NR = N01SC reduction (dB) 
P
s 
- Measured pressure on the source slde (Pa) 
p ~ Pressure on the rece~ver s1de (P~). 
r 
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST P A.~ELS 
(2.1) 
!he double-~all test speci::lens I"ere made of sk~n, airgap or f~ber-
glass l.nSulatLon, ~~d a trim panel. Fl.gure 2.2 shows a tYPlcal double-
wall conf1guration ~~sted. T~r0e types of skin ?anels ~ere used in the 
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Figure 2.1: Schecatic D~agram of the Test Faci1~ty with 
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Figure 2.2a: Details of Typical Skln Panels Tested: Group 1, Aluminum, 
with 1 St~ffener 
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Section B-B 
Figure 2.2b: Detdils of Typical Skin Pdllcls Tested: Group 2, Kevlar, 
with 1 Stiffener 
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Figure 2.2c: Details of Typical Skin J':mels Tested: Grou;> 3. tilth 2 Stiffeners 
\ , 
':<13 stiffened vith ., 'l1.1g1c cxtt"1..ded "T" section st1.ffen~r, riv<'ted 
down the center. TI!i'3 $ttffener didJed the pCln~l into two equal-area 
bays (see Figure 2.2R). Three test panels of th1.s type were used. 
These three panels , .. ary only in the depth cf the edge members riveted 
to the edge of the sk1.n panel. This vari~nce allows for the depths of 
one, two, cnd three inches used in this invest1.g~tion. The second type 
of skin panel was !!lade of .029" thick 3rdphite-epoxy. Each of the three 
layers of the panel t ... as m.:lde of a woven cloth !:Iaterial with the tva !!lain 
directions of the fibers perpendicul,-r to p.ach other. The ply orienta-
tion for the three layers is 45°_0°_45°. Only one panel of this type 
was used in the pres~nt ~nvestigation. This particular panel had two 
"nat" stiffeners (see Figure 2.2c). The mechanical properties of tnis 
panel ~re given in Reference 5. The third type of skin panel used was 
made of .029" tlu.ck Kevlar* mater1.aL Once :l:;ain :!.t had three layers 
of equal thicy~es5 vitn ply orientation 45°-0°-45°. Two panels of this 
type were used: one with one "hat" ~ tiffener, and the other with tt:o 
"hat" stiffeners. Refer to Table 2.1 for further ~nfo!'1:lation. The ef-
fects of the material and stiffeners were 5tudied using these panels. 
The insulation mater1.al used I.as loose hberglass mat;er1.al vl.th 
density .07 lb/cubic inch. This mater1.al c~e enclosed in very thin 
vinyl bags and thicknesses of 3, 2, and 1 inch. 
The trim panels tested were the typical trl.~ panels being used 
or being proposed to be used in the general aVl.3cion Bl.rcraft. The 
trim panels were constructed of l1.ghtweight ba~e mater1.als such as 
closed-cell polyvinyl chloriae foam, aluffil.num, and fiberglass. The 
*H.ade by DuPont Corpor.:lt::.on 
8 
.. 
Table 2.1: Skin P~neJ& Tested at the KU-FRL 
Acoustic Test Facility 
Number of 
Panel !taten.al Depth StlEfeners Thickness Weight* 
(In) (In) (10) 
GroU? 1 
353 2024-T3 A1uml.num 3 1 0.032 1.53 
357 2021.-T3 A1ur.l::.num 2 1 0.032 1.53 
358 2024-T3 lJ.uminum 1 1 0.032 1.53 
Grol.:p 2** 
339 Kevlar 3 1 0.029 0.70 
340 Kevlar 3 2 0.029 0.85 
335 Graphite-Epoxy 3 2 0.029 0.90 
*Skin and stl.ffener ~.el.ght only 
*"'All composite panels have three layers of the sar::e thl.ckness. 







foam panels were usu~1]7 coated WIC~ a plocect1ve sheath1ng to glve 
the foam damage tolerance. Over the base ~ater1al sone type of deco-
rative materi~l (called tr!m panel creatment hereafter) such as simu-
l~ted leather, upholster; fabr1c, carpet, etc., is usually applied. 
The trim panels tested have been d1vided into three groups, depending 
on their b~3e material. Group 1 trIm panels have a Kleg~cell base, 
while Group 2. have a Rohaedl base. The panels in thesa groups vary 
in the thickness of the~r base mater1al and in their trim panel treat-
ment. Group 3 pan~ls have ml~c~llaneous base naterials such as com-
pressed fiberglass, 45% open-pore alumlnum. and Lexan. These panels 
and their relevant characteristlcs are descr1bed in Table 2.2. 
The skin p~nel and the trim panel were attached by means of Lhe 
channel section ~e~bers (see Figure 2.2). Th~ channel section was 
riveted along the edges to the ~lum1num Sk1U. In the case of composite 
skin panels, they were epoxied. Two types of attachoent of the trm 
panel to this channel section were iuvestlgated. In the firs': case, 
the teio panel was scretIed to the flange by means of eigh t !'crevlS. 
Most of the tests were carried out in thls configuration. The effect 
of "floating" the trb panel '..ras investlgatea by using a "ressurc-
sens1tive, double-S1ded adhesiv~ tape. The flange of the channel 
section was 1" all around; hence, 11: was no: e: .. -posed to the direct 




















Table 2.2: Trim PaneL; Tested at ::~e IW-FRL 
AcousL~c Test FacilLtj 
Trim Panel 
Material dnd Treatm~e~n~::~ ______________ ~A~r~e~a~D~e~n~s~L~t~v~ 
(lb/f::~) 
Group 1 
0.125" Y.1ege-Ce11 type 75 tnth 1 layer of 
type A fiberglass both 51des 
0.25" <lege-Cell type 75 with 1 hqer of 
type A fiberglass botn s1des 
Same as (317) but with 0.020" :toyallte 
covering 
G>:oup 2 
0.125" Rohacell grade 51 WHh 1 layer of 120 
pheno1~c pre-preg sk1n both s1des 
0.25" Rohace11 grade 51 w1th 1 layer of 120 
phenolic pre-preg sk1n both s1des 
Sa:ne as (323) but wl.th 2 layers of 120 
phenolic pre-preg skLn both s1des 
Same as (341) but with 0.020" Roya1ite 
cover1ng 
Same as (341) but with 0.5" carpet 
Same as (341) but with 0.25" neoprene 
+ leather cover1ng 
Same as (323) but with 0.125" neoprene 
+ wool cover1ng 
Group 3 
457. open 0.025" Alum1nt.Cl w1th 0.5" fOd::l 
+ leather cover1ng 
0.090" Lexan 


















The noise reduction tests of rhe double-wall &tructures were con-
ducted at the KU-FRL acou~tic tc~t facility. Va~ious tr~m an~ skln 
panel c",mbinaticns were investigated. For each sk-~n and trl.m panel 
configuration, the effect of the fiberglass insu13tion was also tested. 
The noise reduction curve as a function of frequency was obtained by 
slowly sweeplng the frequency, meast.ring the ,>ource and the receiver 
microphone levels, and subtracting the receiver microphone level from 
the source microphone level at each frequency. This was done in two 
stages: first from 20 Hz to 500 Hz, and then from 500 Hz to 5000 H:. 
In the first case the analys~s b.::mdwldth was 2 Hz, and in the second 
ca&e it W<o.s 10 Hz. Thj s was dow::. to get narrow bandw~dth at low fre-
quencies as well as to cover a broader frequency range. This also per-
mitted change of gdl.nS bet~"'een these two frequency ranges. All tests 
were performed at no.mal angle of ~ncidencc and at room temperature 
and pressure. There was n~ pressure dl.fferentlal between the source 
and the receiver side. 
Xost of the tests were done at least twice to ensure repeatabllity. 
The repeatablilty of the tests was generally good, the results agreeing 
w~thin 1-2 dB ~n the low-f=equency region. In the high-frequency region 
the least square lines agreed wL~h~n 2-4 dB. The no~se reduction curves 
for all the tests are presented in Append~x B. Figures B.l through B.13 








depth. The results of l-jrcn- ~nd 2-~nch-th~ckJ double-wall structures 
w~th alum~num sk~n are 8iven ~n Ftgure 0.14 through B.17 3nd B.18 
through B.2l, re=~~ctivel~·. The results of the dou~le'wall structures 
with cocposite sk~ns (335, 339, and 340) are present~d in Figures B.22 
through B.34, B.35 thr~ugh 8.47, and B.48 through 3.60, respectively. 
The results of tests with "free-free" tr~c pan~ls are g~ven in Figures 
B.61 through 8.66. As described 1n Chapter 2, the free-free edge con-
ditior. fOl' thE: trim panel i:; achieved by using: a p=essure-sens~t:~ve, 
thick (1/8") adhc3ive tape.. 
A typical noise reduction CU~le of a double-wall structure is 
shown in Figure 3.1. It can DC dl.vided into three parts. In the very 
lo~ frequency the noise reduction is a functlon of the stiffness of the 
skin and the tric panel. TIlis region can be called the stiffness-
controlled region. In the secend frequency region, varying anywhere 
from 50 to 600 Hz, two resonance dips dominate the noise reduction. 
The first one norma1ly corresponds to either the sk4n or th~ tr~m panel 
funda~ental resonance frequency. For the p~nelc tested, resonance 
frequencies of tr~m and skl.n panels are so close that it is not possible 
to separate them. TIle second major resonance corresponds to the panel-
air-panel described ~n Fcference 6. III the hl.gh frequency region (above 
600 Hz) the narrow-band analysiS (analysl.s band~l.dth 10 Hz) indicates 
a mult~tude of resonances, result~ng ~n dl.ps and peaks in the no~se 
reduct~on cu~e. These resonances are due to the higner order skin 
~~d tr~ panel code~, double-',a~1 ~odes, and the cav~ty modes of ~he 
test tacillty l.tsclf. In order to st~dy the trends ~n this freouency 
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at this facility hdve lnd~cJted t~ac the slope of ~he ledst-squ3re 
lines of simple p.:J.r.els '.=ort'csponcis !:o the calculated n."lSS law slope 
(i.e., 6 dB/octave). In ~~ceral. f~r the double-~all sttlcture, the 
slope of the ledst I:l~<'n-s'1uare l~ne 1 ies :illTo,here betT,reen 6 dB/octavE' 
(pred~~ted by m3SS Idw for single pan~ls) and 12 dB/octave (predicted 
by classical trananias10n theory for aouble-~all ~tructurcs; see 
Reference 6~. The effects of various para~eters on the n01se r~duction 
vaJ ues 1.'121 not.) be studied at selected freqLencl.es. These frequencl.E.; 
cover the three frequency reg~ons described above. In the h1gh-
frequency region only the 1east-squar~ line will be used. The choice 
of these frequetJcies is rather arb1t"rary and at ti:nes can be 1::1~leading 
because of the wide variatIons in the ch3racterist1cs of Lhe panels 
tesced. For a cOrJFlete review, the orlg~nal n01se reduction curves in 
~pp~nd~x B should be consulted. 
Some of these cauble-wall panel::; tested shol.'ed very high ,10ise 
reduction values ~n the lu~h frequency ::egl.on. ThIs posed some prob-
lems in th~ rueasure~rnt of the rece~ver microphone sound pressure levels. 
At the KC-FRL acou~tic te~t flCil~ty Cle ?anels could be excited el.hher 
by a rando~ nOl.se si2nal or by a slowly-swept sina wave s~gn~l. ?re-
V10U~ measurements at this facility have shown thaL the differ~nces ~n 
the noise reduct10n character1st~cs due to e1::her tvr-e of excitation 
were 51::.111, when analyzed through a na::row bana andlyzer. The latter 
type of excitat10n was chosen for th~s series ~f tests to inprove the 
accur~cy in the measurement of rece~ver microphone cignals. With 
slowly s',epr: sine waves it is possible to concentrate the sound energy 
over a very small frequency range. This produced a source sound pres-
IS 
sure le'lel of 110-1::0 ,{~ ::.r. .. h< .. e (requencJ.es. Hf'nce the rece1.ver :u-
crophone signal was cot'rcspondl.n;l:l lu!sher. Even t"tth this type of 
excitation the preble;:} .;.:: .. not cO::1pletely solved. The sign:!l to (aebient) 
n01.se r~tio was stil! l.)w in !:lany cases. In addl.tion, during many tests 
the change in the signal strength with1.n a frequency sweep exceeded the 
dynam.c range of tilt! instruecntation used. As descr1bcd above, th€. 
noise red~ction characteristics w~re invesLigated by d1viding the anal-
ysis in two frequency range5: a) 20-500 Hz l.1.th 2 ~. c-andwidth, and 
b) 500-5000 Hz with 10 Hz bandwidth. The dynamic range of the spec true 
analyzer used (SD 335) ~"as 60 :B. Hence the L13ximum change in the re-
ceiver I:l1.cIophone level that could be ::leasured 1.n e1.ther of the t~~ 
passes was only 60 dE. lhis d1d not pose any problem e~ther durl.ng 
the low-frequency s,vecp OJ. with panels exh1b1t1.n:; lower high-frequency 
noise rec!uction. However, this was not pnough for pane),; with noise 
reduction higher than 80 dB in the high-frequency region. In such 
cases the rece~ver microphone level ~as nea= max~um at 500 Hz and 
t.":lS below the minl.Jlum level above 3000 Hz. H.!nce true signal level 
could not be found a:: SOl:le frequenc~es above 3000 Hz. The only way 
this pr~blem could have been overcome ~~s to further subd1vide the 
frequency range. But as mentioned above, the s1gnal levels ~ere so 
low that further aopl~f~cation d1d not 1nprove the results ve~y much, 
due to deteriorat~ng si~al-to-no1.se r~tio. Th~~ dynam~c range l~i­
tation produced scatter ~n the data \.hen t~e n01se reduction values 
wer~ h_gher than ~O nB. E,en though th~s appears to be a ser10US l1Q~­
tation, 1t is not so. This phenomenon alse cccurs in aircraft interior 




J lar,e sidew'l] 1, the i3l1'b:!.('nt noi::;e le,'c] ins~de the aircl-aft may be 
hieher tnan the level transm~tted frcm the s~dewall. Under these con-
dJ.tions it m.:ly not bl; tolorthwhile to have higher noise reduction for 
the fuselage sidet,all. Also Ir.O:-= il1'portantly. the noise level inside 
the aircraft is normally do~tnated by the low frequency r.oJ.se. Hence, 
the overall level ilo,;id~ the ,nrcrnft J..!) dc::er::ar,ed by t:he lot.,-frequency 
noise level. rne coPtrJ.burion of the sound pressure level at these 
frequencies to the overall noise level ~ill be neglJ.giblc. In prdctice, 
if the sound p~essure level at any frequency =ange is below 20 dB of 
the hibhest band level, then it oay safely be neglected without affect-
ing the overall sound pressure !ev~l. Hence a dynaoic range of 60 dB 
is more than adequate to predict the interior levels accurately. ilence 
no f~rther atteopt was made to J.:lcrease the dynamic range of the instru-
oentation used J.n the test facility. 
3.2 EFFECT OF SKIN P&~EL 
The effect of skJ.n panels I.as investigated uSJ.ng four dJ.fferent 
skin panels. They were the following: 
a. .032" alumJ.num panel tolJ.th one "T" stJ.ffener (panel 353) 
b. .029" ::hJ.ck, 3-ply (45°-0"-1+5~) graphJ.te-epov;y lamin~te Wl.th 
two hat stiffeners (panel 335) 
c. 










The parac£ters ~n~estisated ~ith these panels are the effcc:s 
of the panel na~erial and stiffener';. The noise reduction values of 
these four panels are compared under sim~lar configurat~ons in Figures 
3.2 through 3.9. TIlose f1gureb ~ho~ tne noise reduct~on valuas at four 
selected frequencies: t· .... o in the low-Ereql! .. ~ncy re3ion (!~O and 100 Hz) 
and two in the high-frequency reg~on (1000 ant! 3000 Hz). The noi..s~ 
reduct~on values ~t 300 and 500 Hz 2re not plotted, a.s they fall in 
the resonance frequency region. Because the panels are so different ~~ 
th~ir characteristicc, the X-a~~s in these figures are panel numbers 
and do not represeet any continuounly varying pkra.meters. Hence these 
figures are essentially bar charts with values at fo~r frequencies. 
The influence of the sk1n pa~els is plottec [or ~r~m panels 312, 314, 
315, 318, 425, 342, 344, and 352. For each trim panel two figures 
are givcr.: one t;ith the fibergla3R insulat10u tletl",een the skin and 
the trio panel, aed the other without (~.e., airgap). In all ca~es 
the depth of the double wall was ~ ,-nt.uned at three ~nches. 
The effect of the skin panel material c~n be studied by co~par~ng 
the noise reduction values of panel] 335 (graph~te-epoxy), 340 (Kevlar), 
and 353 (alum1num). There ~s a slight difference ~n their thickness: 
both Kevlar and graph~te-epoxy panels are .029" thick, and the alumin~ 
panel is .032" thick. The !:laSS and the st~ffness are the tlaJor van.-
abIes. The weights of these ~ndiv~ciual panels are .9 lb (graphite-
epoX)' panel 3350), .85 lb (Kevlar panel 340), and 1.35 Ib (alum~num 
panel 353). Kevlar panel 339, which has one sti:fener, we~ghs .7 lb. 
At low frequenc~es the noise reduct~on of double-l.all panels is a 
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figures. the tn.In panel h<l5 been b::pt the sru;:c for c:lch plot. Hence 
the n01se reduction at hO Hz 10 each plot is a function only of the 
stiffness of the skin panel be1ng st~d1cd. However. the stiffness 
of the skin panel is a function not only of the material propertles 
but also of the nu~ber and the type of the stiffeners used. The 
alum~num and the cocpositc panels had different types of stiffeners. 
In the case of aluminulll 1t tlaS an extrudea "T" section. For composite 
panels it was a hat section. This precludes any conclus10ns about the 
relative stiffness effects of the various skin matcri~ls. In general. 
for the skin panels tested. the graphite-epoxy skin panel and the alu-
minum skin panel have the same noise reduction at: 40 Hz, while the 
Kevlar skin panel has up to 7 dB less noise reduction. Thi5 is cor.-
sistent wlth the slngle panel test& reported in Reference 5. The noise 
reductlon values at 100 H~ vary very w1dely because they are very close 
to either the skin or the trim panel fundamental resonance frequency. 
At frequencies of 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz the noise reduction is 
mainly a function of the surface density of the double-wall panel. All 
other parameters being constant, it is a funct10n of the skin panel 
surface density. Since the surface densities of the graphite-epoxy panel 
(panel 335) and the Kevlar pane L (pan .. !l 340) arp. nearly equal, they 
have nearly tile eame nOl-se reduction. The aluminun SklIl panel (panel 
353) is consiaerai:>ly heavier and hence has h1gher noise reduction. 
For double-wall panels with an alrzap, the increase in noise reduction 
values closely m;ltch theoretically predicted 3-4 dB at 1000 Hz. At 3000 
Hz t~o phenomena occur. First. the first harmonic of the double-wall 




duction introdu.::ed by th~s resonJ.llce are strong enough to mask the 
increased noise r~ductl0n due to hlgher surface dens~ty of the aluminu~ 
nkin panel. Second, th:!.s h the frequency rcglon ~nth very high noise 
reduction. Hence, as explained in SeCClon 3.1, the varintions in the 
noise reduction values a=e not truly reflected 1n the results, due to 
dynamic range licltations. Henc~ the effect of the increased mass 
of the aluminuc skln panel is not seen ln the experlcental results. 
This 1S especially true tilth Elberglass lnsulation. Panels ';lith insu-
lation s~ow very hieh noise reduction (>80 dB) above 3000 Hz. 
The effect of the stiffener can be ;tudied by cocparing the results 
of the Kevlar Fanel with one stiffener (panel 339) and wlth two stif-
feners (panel 340). In this case other parameters of the double-wall 
panels are the same. At very low frequency of 40 Hz, the effect of 
the stiffener is to increase the n01se reduction by the increase in 
the stiffness of the skln panel. This trend lS confirmed in all but 
three cases tested (~ee Figures 3.2 tl-}rough 3.9). The e:cception oc-
curred in two cases ~.rith al.rgap. 7hese exceptions are crlOsidered to 
be due to experimental scatter. Tne l.ncrcase 1.n noise reduction at 
40 Hz due to increased ~t1.ffness 15 le~s than 3 dB. Once again at iDa 
Hz, near the fundamental resonance frequency of che sklnitric panel, 
there is a wide fluctuatl.on in the test results. The :results shot1 a 
very small increase in nOJ.se reductl.on at 1000 and 3000 Hz due to the 
two stiffeners. Hot1ever, thl.s lncreabe lS so small that lt is with1n 







3.3 EFFECT OF P!!...~EL !)[PTH 
In general aviat~on a~rcrdft the sp~c~ available for the ~nztal-
lation of double-wall type structures for ~nterior noise control is 
very limited, due to alr~ady small interlor d1mcnsions. A quick sur-
vey among the manufacturers il1dic:it~d ch.:lt 2-3" is about the maximun 
depth that can be a~lowcd. Hence the eftect of the double-tvall depth 
t.as invest~gated for only thr'!e cases: 1 inch. 2 ~nchcs, and 3 inches. 
For th~s investigation. aluminum ckln panel and four trim p~nels were 
used. The trim panels tested were one from each group of the base 
materials described 1n Chapter 2. These panel!. I.ere 312. 318. 325, 
and 352. The tests were performed both vith .:lnd ~ithout the fiberglass 
insulation 1n the space between sk~n and tr~m panels. The results 
from the tests ha"Ie been cross plotted in F~gures 3.10 tbrough 3.13 
for the cases investigated. For each test condition Sl.X frequenc~es 
are shown. 
At 40 Hz, which is below the f • .mdamental resonance frequency of 
the skin or trim panels. the e:{pp.rimcntal resul ts snow a very small 
decr2ase with increase ~n panel depth. The decrease was leos than 
3 dB in all cases. This trend was not predicted by the simple theory 
descr~bed in Chapter 4. It ".s believed to be due to tne trim panel 
attachI:1ent procedure used rl the invest~gatJ.on. Tile trJ.I:l pan~l -,."as 
attached to the edge channel :nembers by cean'> of scre'.;s. The depth 
of these channel se~tions determ~nes the panel th1ckness (see Figure 
2.2). It is poss~ble that with h~gher panel depth, the st~ffness of 
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b. Fiberglass Insulation 
Figure 3.10: Effect of Panel Depth cn the Noise Reduction 
CharacteristJ.cs of Doubla-H'all P:mel with 
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Th~5 decrease in scl[fo~~fl nay caus~ t~e reduction exper1enced 
i~ the test results. Tn1S efface !$ present even w~th the insulat1on. 
An opposite phenocenon occllrs at leO Hz. Th1s 'requellc~' 1S on the 
other side Clf the fundal:'ental lesonance frequency [or most of t~e 
panel~. and hence a sliGht increase 15 ex,ect~d w1th in~rease in 
panel depth. The increas~ was 3-5 dB. The decrease 1n stLffne~s 
as described above ~an cause such a trend. 
the noise reductio~ value~ at 300 and 500 Hz arc also p~~t~ed 
in F1gur~s 3.~0 through 3.13. This fre~uency region is the most 
iInportant region for the intE't'ior noise control of the genec..ll aviation 
Rircraft. The noise reduction values at 3CO Hz show drl increase, 
with the increase in panLl depth. The shape of the curves, however, 
is differer~ for d1fferent trim panels. This 1S be~ause the experi-
mental double-wall reconance frequency oc~urs i~ th1s r~gi~n. The 
noise reduct10n values depend very much on the value of the double-
wall resonance frequency. The sicple th~ory u~ed 1n th~ ~r.e~retical 
analysLs overpredicts the double-wall reson~nce frequency (see Chapter 
4). Hence comparisons of the treel o[ the noise reciuct10n values at 
300 Hz could not be cade. The t:-end of t~e frequency values the:nse!'res 
is the sace--only sh1fted by 75-100 Hz depending on the paneJ confjBu-
rat~on. Similal.'ly, a:: 500 Ez the 'ldriations 1n n'J~s' reduct~or. could 
not be explawed in ten:s of the su::ple theory 2xcept for tru:: panel 
312 ' . ..'1 t;h air gap , tae experimental results show eHh:r a steady J.nc::ease 
or a slight peak1ng at 2" depth. The double-'vall pan'!l Wl.th tr1!:l panel 
312 has il ~efinite d~p at 300 Hz ;It: 2" pilnel dqpth. It::'5 bel~evcd that 











At 1000 Hz, for all C3S~3 t~s:ed the ~Olse reduction shows a 
steady increase with illi;reasc J.n panel deptl" A~ the panel depth is 
incr~'1sed. the iirst harnonl.c of th~ double-wall resonance frequenc]' 
decreases. On either side of tlus fr<!quency, th.:. slop~ of the noise 
reduct loon curve wLll be h~gh, ~t 1000 Hz ~c ar~ ~n th~s region for 
all three depths tested. :his slope is higher if the resonance fre-
que:lcy is closer to lC(lO H::. Becaus~ or th::.s the :.oise reduction of 
the 3" depth ")anel is high<;:7" th~n tn.:lt: cf t~t! 2" panel. The increase 
is smaller for the airg~p (G dB ~zx.) t~an f~r the insulation (11 dB 
max.). Sot:le c.i the increase in noise reducti.:m ... £ the panel.:; with 
inSl.11at:lon '3 du-! to tht: viscou'3 she ,I" 1n the in5..:.lat::.on. This shear 
loss man:' fests itself as th~' rea: part of the conpi.,!x propagatloon 
constant (see Reference 6). The effect of the ha~onic of the double-
wdll resonar'ce frequency :lS nore ~ppar~nt at 3000 Hz with air~ap. The 
reSclUarlce lon this case is so strong that it lowers the overall noise 
reduction of the double-\Jall panels with 2" depth Olt thl.s frequency. 
H~nce the cr03S plot of noise rcductl.on vs thickness shows a d:lp at 
two inches at this i=reque.lcy. Tht!se resul:s are cons:..stent w1.th the 
theore~ical predictJon~ and also with the results of the dual pan~ 
tlindow testz (Refcrente i) carrJ.cd CJt ac tris test fa~:llity. Tne 
addition of the lonsulation danps out tins di? In addit:lon, viscous 
shear losses lon rhe l.nsulat~on incre~~e t~e r.O:lse reduct:l~n beyond 
8U dB for three (panels 312, 318, anJ 325) out of the four trim pan~ls 
tested. As descr::.bed l.n Section 3.1, any increase l.n the nO:lse reduc-
tion over this value does not get truly reflected in the test results • 
In the case of trl.m pan~l 3S~, "h:..ch has;) lower t.Olose reduction at 
19 
I-inch panel de~~l ( 70 dB), t~e ~ffcct of increasp in depth is ~~re 
prom~nent. 
3.& EFFECT OF FIBERGL~SS INSULA7ION 
Even though all double-wall tests h~ve b~en done with and ~~ithout 
a~ rgap!., alu!:linur.l sk'.n Danel ane! four trir.l panels (312, 318. 325, and 
352) were c~csen for comparat~ve 3tudy. The cr~ss plots at 40, lOa, 
1000. and 3000 Hz are g~ven in Figures 3.14 th-ough 3.17. The Y a,,~s 
of th~se figures ~s the char.ge in noise reduction due to the fiberglass 
insulation of d~n5ity .li lb/cubic ft. These values were obtained by 
5ubtractl.ng the noise reduction values of the panels t-·l.th insulation, 
fror.l those with~ut the L~su1at~on (sho~~ In Figures 3.10 through 3.13). 
At 40 and 100 Hz the effpct of the fiberglass l.S negl~giblp. 1n fact. 
in some cases it is even negative. At high frequencies :he fiberglass 
has tw~ effects, ~s descrlobed in the previous sectl.on. First. ~t elim-
inates the dip in the noise reductl.on curve obserVed due to the harmonl.cs 
of the double-I~all re'ionc.nce frequencloe::;. Secondly, the sound level is 
a1~o attenuated by the VloSCOUS shea~ losses when it travels through the 
porous cedloa (Reference 6). At alY gloven frequF.~cy the attenuation due 
to this effect 1S lL~early proportional to the thic~,ess of the insula-
tl0n. The cxper~ental reSults tend to conf~~ th1S trend 1n those cases, 
wh~re the nOl.se reduction me~qure~ents are not affected by the li!:l~tatl.on 
of t~e dyna~ic range of ~he instruments. At 3000 Hz the l.ncrea~e due 
to the insu1atinn V3rlCS from 3 dB (for trim panel 312) to 11 dB (for 
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Figure 3.lll: Effect of Fibcrgl:lss Insulation on the ~oise 
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J 3.5 EFFECT OF 'I'RI~'1 Pt\:~ELS 
The ~nter~or tr~~ p3~cls are used in the general aviation Lndustry 
for decorative purpos~s. They also form a p<!rt of the interior noise 
co~trol treat~ent. But ~t ~s the decorativ~ purpose 'lh~ch determ1nes 
the type of mater1al .:md treatl:'enc that w~ll be us(>d. Nomally a trim 
po.nel has a base macer1al, vlhlch prcvldes the st~ffness and al'>o cakes 
it easier to install. ine treatcent such as simulated leather, uphol-
stery, etc., is applied solely for decorat1ve purposes. Theoretically, 
these panels are treated as limp panels having nass-law lmpedance. 
Tests at this facllity of varlOUS naten.als have sho't-."11 that such an 
assuroptlon ~~y not be valld (Refelences 1 and 2). During the present 
series of tests, tha effect of thebe p.mels was invest~gated when used 
as a part of a double-wall structure. As described ~n Chapter 2, the 
trim panels were divlded into three groups, based on theu base Ltate-
rlal. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 gl.ve the noise reduction values at 40 and 
3000 Hz for four skin panels. As expected, there :ts conslderable scat-
ter in the data. Flgures 3.13 thrcugh 3.25 sho~ thlS eff~ct as a func-
tion of the total paliel su~face density. For each skin pdnel the noise 
reduct10n obtained is plotted as a funct10n of the suface density of 
the panel. Since the other panel paraMeters ho.ve be~n held constant 
for each plot, the variat.l.on of the surface densl.ty in each figure is 
due to the varl.at~on of tbe surface (area) density of the trl.1ll panels. 
These c~=>ss plots must be lnterpreted ,nth care because the noise re-
duct ion due to the tr~m panel at any frequency is not a functicn solely 
of the ~ss of the panel, wh:tch e~lains the considerable scatter seen 
Table 3.1: E[[ect or Tr.cQ Panels on Noise Reductl.on 
Ch:J.!'3cte;:::.s::l.CS of Double-wall Panel; 40 Hz 
Airgap Insulation 
Trim Pan~1 
Skin P::!.nd Skin Panel 
353 335 339 340 353 335 339 340 
312 13 15 6 7 12 Ii 9 13 
314 9 11 7 7 10 IS 9 9 
315 17 16 11 13 16 18 15 IS 
317 13 12 7 8 13 16 12 IS 
318 12 15 9 8 13 17 11 13 
323 19 17 16 15 19 21 IS 17 
325 18 15 15 15 20 19 16 18 
341 14 14 7 8 15 16 13 15 
342 1l. 12 9 3 14 18 12 '4 
343 9 12 7 6 13 13 11 11 
344 14 15 9 9 14 15 10 13 
* 347 24 25 19 20 23 24 19 22 
352 15 16 10 13 14 16 12 13 
* Has the hl.ghest noise reduction at 40 Hz 
34 
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Figure 3.18: Effec~ of Teta! Panel Are~ Denslty on the ~Olse 
ReJuct10n Character1stics of Double-Wall Panel 
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Figure 3.19: Effect of Total Panel Area Denslty on the NOlse 
Reduction Chardcter::.sucs of Doublc-:.Tall Panel 
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Figure 3.21: Effect of Total Panel Area Dens1ty on the ~o1se 
Reduc:ion Character1st1cs of Double-i~11 Panel 
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Figure 3.22: Effect or Total Panel Arca Dens1ty on the ~01se 
Reduc~10n Character15t1cs of Douolc~~ll Panel 
with Kevlar Sk1n (Panel 339) and A1rgap 
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Figure 3.23: Effect of Toedl Panel Area ~ens~cy on the ~o~se 
:teduct~on Charac:er~sc:!.cs ot Douhle-i-;all Panel 
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Figure 3.24: Effect of Tot~l Pap.cl Area Dens~ty en the ~o~se 
Raduct~on Characterist1cs of Douola~~ll Pa~el 
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in these plots. lIo,.;<:v~::, the mass of the trio panel 1S still (at ledst 
in the h1gh frequency region) 4 major factor and reoresents the trade-
off parameter that t:l'JS:: often decJ.des ~lhat naterl.al will be selected 
for usa. Because of the scatter, me~n square 11nes are shown, WhlCh 
indicate, as expncted, 1ncreasing noise reduction ';lth increase in mass. 
From Tables 3.1 and 3.2 it can be secn that trim panels 312 and 344 
perfo~ conslstently b.~tter than the ether panels, ev"en after con.,ider-
atlon of thelr lughcr area density. Both these panels are treated 
with flexible 1/2" foa~ mater1al, over wh1ch is a~plied a (sicul~ted) 
leather covering. The thiCKness of the foaM cay be one of the rC:lsons 
for the better perrorc.:;.nce of these panels. 
Four trim panels--3l2, 318, 325, and 352 (one each froc grol'ps I 
and 2, anc t~o from g~oup 3)--were selpcted :or furcrer investigatlon. 
Each of these panels has a d1fferent base material: 312 has 45% open 
pore alu~inum, 3lS has Rohacell core, 325 has Klege-cell base, and 352 
has compressed fiberglass core. These tr~ panels are representative 
of ehe tri~ panels be1ng used 1n the general avlatlon lndustry. S1ngle 
panel nOlse reductlon tests were pcrforreed, and the results are g1ven 
in Figures 3.26 tnrcugh 3.29. These results confir.n that the limp 
panel assumpt10n ~y not be valld :or these panels. At this test 
facillty, the n01se reduction cur-ve of a standard . 032" alu~l1nuc panel 
sho~s a slope of 6 dB/cctave, Wh1Ch corresponed to oass-Iaw value. 
However, three of the four tr1m panels tested had less than 6 dB/oct3vE! 
slope. These values are tabulated 1n the next chapter. Only panel 312 
had a slope of 8 13/octave, f~r hlgher than cass-latl slope. Panel 352 
had a near zero slope, as Cdn be seen from F1gurc 3.29. Both these 
44 
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panels have 'le<.rly ::].,2 S?'JC c.!('c:i c!ens!.ty. lrm.le double-wall tests 
confirn'!d thes.:! r.ranJ~" cll'''Y ;).1,,0 1ndl.cated th3t the effectl.veness of 
panel 312 decrea~ed and that of ~anel 352 increased, thus evening out 
the difference. This "spec:: is ft'rther dlscussed in the next chapter. 
In the low frequency reg10n of 40-100 pa'lel 3l. 7 was superior 
to all other panels tested. Panel 347 was the tl1ickest panel in group 
2 and has two layers of 120 phen01ic sk1n app11cd to both sides to 
stiffen the base materl.al. Also it iG cade of light Rohace1l rr~terial. 
This ~roperty of high stiffness and low mass l.ncreases its fundamental 
resonance frequency. This makes panel 3[,7 super10r to other panels in 
the low-frequency, st1ffness-controlled reglon. 
The effect of attachment of the tr1m panel to the channel section 
was also 1nvestigatec. ~o types of ~ttachment procedures were tried. 
In one case the trim panel lllaS screloled to the channel section by means 
of eight screws as ~~owr. in Figure 2.2. The second attachment W.:lS to 
simulate free-free edge conditions for the trio panel. This was done 
by using 1/8" thick presnure-sensi~ive adhesive tape. The results are 
COIl.!?ared in Tables 3.3 through 3.5 • The results indicate that the 
effect of the att<lchment is felt: 0.11y 1n the very low frequenc), region. 
An increase of 0-2 dB is obsen'ed m.th the free-free edge condit10n. 
TIlis eight be due to the better 1solation of the tr~m panel at ve·y 
low frequenc1es. At 100 Hz the results w'ere 1nconclusive. It 1S 
possible that the v1bration isolat~on of th~s tape is not effective 
at and above 100 Hz. At very high frequencies the panels with tape 
attachment indicate a gain of 0-3 dB. The results are with~n the 
experim~ntal scatter observed 1n th1s fr~quency region. Increased mass 
of the 1/8" tape all around might have causcG so::;\? of the incre.:lse. 
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Table 3.3: Llf~c:: of Trim Po.nel Attacll!:lent on the 
t10l.se Reduction Characteristics of Double-
t-ldll Panels '1nth Alumlnum Skin; Depth 3" 
3. Trim Panel 318 
Frequency Airgap In:::ulation 
(Hz) ScrC'l Tape Screw Tape 
40 12 14 13 16 
100 18 18 17 17 
300 29 32 30 31 
5GO 42 41 39 46 
1000 48 50 56 59 
3000 62 63 78 80 
b. Tnm Panel 325 
Frequency Airgap Inaulation 
(Hz) Screw Tape Screw Tape 
I,D 18 18 20 20 
100 16 16 16 16 
300 42 43 34 3S 
500 45 1.6 41 46 
1000 53 53 59 59 








T.lb1e 3.4: effect of Trll'l Panel Attachment on the 
Noise Rpduct~on Chdracteribtics of Double-
wall Pc-nels with Alur.linuo Sk1n; Depth 2" 
~. Trim Panel 313 
Frequency Augap Insulation 
(Hz) Screw Tape Scrl:...1 Tape 
I~O 13 14 14 16 
100 16 15 ll~ 15 
300 19 26 26 26 
500 45 42 43 4? 
1000 47 50 53 57 
3000 61 63 78 80 
b. Trin Panel 325 
Frequency Airgap Insulat10n 
(Hz) Scrm .. Tape Sere., Tape 
40 16 16 18 20 
100 14 14 15 14 
300 34 35 32 35 
500 42 45 43 41 
1000 47 49 S4 56 
3000 61 63 71, 76 
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~OLSC" ReductLon Character~stLcq of D~uble­
tialJ. Panels ,,,Lt.h AlUIUI1UT"l S!-..Ln; PanC!1 Depth I" 
a. Trim Panel 318 
ALrgap Insulation 
Screw Tape SCl"eW Tape 
14 15 15 16 
13 13 13 14 
19 21 16 17 
35 32 32 36 
42 43 48 51 
61 62 72 75 
b. TriI!l Panel 325 
Airgap Insulation 
Screw Tap:: Scret; Tape 
17 18 20 20 
15 12 15 15 
32 30 23 24 
37 lil 35 35 
46 46 50 51 














THEORETIC.\I. ANAL YS IS 
4.1 l}1TRODUCTION 
The prediction of aircra:t interior noise levels has attracted 
considerable attent10n during recent years. One of the important parts 
of this invest1gation ~s the accurate detern1nation of sound transm1S-
sion loss across a fuselage sicewall throughout the frequency range of 
interest. A typical fuselage side~.rall consists of sk1n, trim, septa, 
fiberglasz insularion, and airgap. A computer program was developed 
at the kl1-FRL to calculate the transmission loss across the double-wall 
structures whose noise reduct10n characteristics were being investigated 
experimentally. The mai~ oLject1ve of the program was to compare the 
computer-calculated results with the results obtained from experimental 
investigations. The program is descr1bed in deta1l 1n References 1 
and 2. 
The program follows the class1cal acoustic transm1ssion loss the-
ory esad in References 8 and 9. In th1s program the sound transmiss10n 
loss of a multilayered panel is calculated from the pressure losses 
across ind1vidual layers. The pressure loss across each layer 1S a 
function of 1tS ow~ impedance as well as the term1nat1ng impedance for 
that layer. The transm1ssion loss of a multilayered panel 1S obta1ned 
from the following equdt10n: 
Hhere TL ~ Trausoission loes acrose the panel (dB) 




p = Prcscurc on rh~ receiver side (Pa) 
t 
p~/Pt ~ Precsure ratLo across the panel of n layers 
n "" Total nmr.ber of layern l.n the panel. 
The pressure ratio acro~s the entire panel ~s calculated from the 




Pk/Pk ~ 1 = the pressura ratio across kth layer. 
The pressure rat~o across each layer l.S calculated from the 
impedance model or that layer. Reference 2 details the types of 
icpedance ~odels available in the KU-FRL progra~. Th~s program has 
been e:lccked out using the inputs froI:' Reference 9. A fe~l of the 
impedance ~odels have been modified to facilitate comparison with 
the test results. Important modificat~o~s are 
Actual transMission loss should oeaSULe only the inc~dent 
pressure on the source side. But at the KU-FRL acoustl.C 
test facility the source ruicrophone meas~res the blocked 
sound pressure, vhich con3ists of both inc~dent and re-
fleeted pressures. This effect has been taken ~nto aCCOUl!t 
in the program. 
b. The receiver m~crophone measures both the transmitted 
sound pressure and the reflected pressure froe the receiver 
cavity. As e::plained loll Append~:: A, the receiver cavity 
absorbs cost of the trans~ll.tted energy. H~nce the contri-
but ion of the reflected pressure is assumed to be negligible • 
In other words, the absorption coeffl.c~ent of the ~av1.ty has 














c. At lo~ 2r~q~~ncy the reccLving cav1ty stiffens the panel 
due to Hcl~holtz e[[zct. This ef:ect i~crcases the ceasured 
fundamental r:;sonence [!"cquet'cy or the single panel. Hence 
the measured resonance f.requency is 3rc;J.tc!: than the calcu-
lated resonance frequency. This effect can also be expected 
for the double--wall panels. Since t'1e purpose of the program 
is only to calculate the double-ovlall transmission loss values, 
no modifications have been done to c.ccount for this effect. 
This effect 1S t~ken into account by Lnputt1ng the ceasured 
sinele panel resonance frequency of the tric and the syin 
panel, instead of calculating their resonance frequencies 
within the program. 
d. In practice the tr1m panel 1S modelled as a limp panel. 
In cla£lsical sound transmis$10n loss theory, limp panel 
l.Illpedance is d~rectly proportional to the ';urface density 
and the frequency. Th~ transmis~ion 105s resulting from 
this impedance is ~tnown as mass-law transcission loss. 
Under these assu~pt10ns che transc~ssion 1055 increases by 
6 dB fOJ: tioubl1.ng or ei thl.!l: the mass or the frequency. In 
a trans1:l1ssion loss vs frequency plot, this produces 6 dBI 
octave ~lope. However, as can be seen froll' the test results 
(Figures 3.26 through 3.29), the slope of the leaST: rnean-
square l1ne of the tr1.n p ... nels ',aries cons~derably. Hence 
a simple mass-law assumption seems to be in:alid fc~ such 
tri~ panels. Three oue of the fOllr pa~el~ te~ted haa slope~ 
less than the theoret~cal values. H~~~e the use of oass-law 
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appr();~ t!:.d t~on produces a higher !:.ransnlJ.ss~on loss for a 
double pnnel. In oreer to overcome this problem, an add~­
tl.oTlal optl-on for t..1-te trim panel was l.ntroduced for tre trl.I:l 
p~nel l.mpcd~nce. In thl.s o?ti~n the o~asured slope is usee. 
The modcl uses mass law l.l!lpedance for low frequency and 1.0-
pedance correspond~ng to the ~easured slope at high fre4uency. 
The expcr:l.cental slope l.S input: as a ratio of the mr>3.mrr::.:i 
slope to theoretl.cal slope (6 dB/octave), and thl.s ratio l.S 
cal!eJ the slope factor. Values of the~e factors for van.ous 
trim p.:mels are gl.ven in Reference 2. fot" this study these 
vallie:> ~.;ere measured from Figures 3.26 through 3.2 'i. 
At thl.s pOl.nt it is pertinent to exp1al.n the difference in the 
terminology used to describe the e"{perimental .:l:1d the theoretical re-
sults. The experl.l!lental :esults l.re c<lllec. "n('ise reducti..-n," and tht! 
theoretical results are called "transml.ssiol1 loss." Tha reason [or 
this i'3 the follo-;.;ing. The sound energy att ~nuatl.on ,neasur:d in this 
test facility is m~ue up of twc parts. Reference 6 defines the nOl.sr 
reouctl.on at ~~y frequency as 
where 
NR ~ 10 log(l + T/~) 
T = Panel transml.SSl.~\ loss cc~ffl.c~e:1t at that frequeucy 
:l = Absorption cceffic:l.ent of the receiver cavl.ty at that 
frequency. 
The panel trqnSIDl.SS:l.Qn loss coeff~cl.ent :l.S related to the panel pres-



















Pt = Tr~nsm~tted preS5u~e (?~). 
The absorption coefhcH!~t is nor1lt31ly less than one. i-lhen the 
cavity is nearly fully absor~ti'Je. as in the case of ehe KU-FRL acoust~c 
test fac~lity, the noise reduction ~nd tri1nsni.3sion loss will be nearly 
the sa~e. In case the cav~ty 15 ~ot fully absorptive, noise reductlon 
values in gpneral w~il be less t~~~ tr~nsQins~on loss. At cavity rcso-
nance frequenCles 3uch s~mpllfi~ations wl1l not be valid. At the KU-FRL 
experimental test facilHy the rt~Cl~1ver l!licrophone c.casures both the 
trcmsmitted prcs~ure and the very Hcak reflect10ns from the cavity walls • 
Hcn~~ the sound attenuat~on charac~eristlcs measured from th~s facility 
are noise reduction. The theoretic.;.l values calclllated froD the progr.:l:::t 
do not contain any correctlons and hence are tr.:lnsm~ss~on loss values. 
4.2 DETAILS OF THE I~UT DATA 
F.:>r the theoretlcal lnvesti£3tion tha par.:1maters chosen to vary 
were 
a. Panel depth 
b. Effect of sound insulatl0:l 
c. Effect of skin structClrc 
d. Effect of tr:l..In panel cater::.:tl and trcat:'ent. 
Four sk~n panels and four tn..c ?anels uere used for the compar~son 
of the theoret~cal and the calcu13ced values. The sk~n panels tested 
are g~ven in Table 2.1. TrL~ panels used were 312, 318, 325, and 352. 
The details of these panel~ are pre$e~tcd in Table 2.2. The ~mpedance 
5; 
model used for t~e skln :,,1a trull pan(~ls Io.':lS tfJ.e single mode approxi-
~At~on. This ~pproxi~nti0n. dcs~r'b~d in detail in Reference 2, re-
quires single panel resondnce frequ~ncies of the sk1n panel and 1tS 
damping ratio around that frequency re~ion. The single panel test 
results frem Reference 5 were u~ed for the resonance frequencies. 
The ddmping val~es of these pan~]s h~d b~en ceasured and were reported 
in Reference 1. These values "e::-e used 1n the calculatlon of the im-
pedance. These values are tabulated ~n Table 4.1 
The mechanical pLopercies of the fiberglass in5ulation were un-
l~ow~. This insulation material was very s1milar to PF 105 fiberglass 
1~sulation discussed in Reference 6. l~SO the minor varlutions in 
porosity and resistivity of the insul.:ltion did not slgnificantly change 
the tr.:msmissl.on loss values. Hence the porosity dnd the resistlVl.ty 
of FF 105 material Has used. Rot;evel.". actual fibet'£la.s.> densicy ~,.an 
input. 
The input da~a ~e;uircd for che tr~~ panels were funda~ental 
resonance fr~quency. daoping ratio, and the eX?er~~ent~l slope of 
the nOl.se reductlon and daoplng tests of the tric panels alone. These 
values are tabulated in Table 4.2. 
4.3 RESULTS ~~ DISCUSSION 
The outputs froo the co~puter runs arc plotted ~n Figures 4.1 
through 4.24 for the 48 comblnaLl0ns considered. These calculated 
values are plotted as dotted 11nes over tue expenEental values. 
Each figure cont.:tl.n3 two ?lots: Ol1e wlth the fiberglass insulation 
betl,een the skln and the trl~ panel and the othec w~thout the l.nsulat~on. 
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Figure 3.21: Effect of 70cal P.:L1el Area nens~t.,. on the :-lo~se 
Redu('t~cn Chara.ct:er~5t:l.CS of Double-io,"all Panel 
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Figure 3.22: Effect of Total Panel ~rea Density on t
'
1e ~o~se 
Reduct~o~ Chdr3cter~st~cs of DOuble-~all Pan~l 
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Figure 3.24: Effect of Total Panel Area Dens:tt:' on the ~o.!..se 
Reduct~on Character~sncs of Doubl~-rTall Panel 
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Figure 3.25: Effect of Total Panel Area Density on the !!Ol.se 
Ii.GJuct~on Ch .. r'lctcristl.cs of Double-:'a.ll Panel 
witn Kevlar Skl.n (?an~l 340) and Insulatl.on 
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in Lhes ~ plots. However, th-z .adS'> of the tn.m panel is still (at least 
in the h1gh frpquencj reg1on) a major factor and represents the trade-
off parameter that most often decides what materlal will be selected 
for use. BeCB'.!se of the scatter, mean .,quare ll.nes are shown, tlhlCh 
indicate, as e~pected. increasing noise reduction with increase ln nass. 
From Tables 3.1 and 3.2 it can be seen that trlm panels 312 and 344 
perform consJ.stently better than the other paneJs, even after consider-
ation of their hlgher area denslty. Both these panels are treated 
\ol1th flexible 1/2" foam rnaterlal, over t;hl.ch Is applied a (simlll,~ted) 
leather covering. The thickne3S of the foam m~y be one of the reasons 
fat the better perform.'lltce of these panel",. 
Four trio pancls--312, 318, 325, and 352 (ere each from groups 1 
and 2, and ttvO from group 3)--were selected for further investigation. 
Each of these panels h::lS a diffe.:-ent: base material: 312 has 45% open 
pore aluminum, 318 has Rohacell core, 325 has Klege-cell base, dnd 352 
has compressed fiberglass corc. The3e tr~ panels are representat~.e 
of the trim panels being used in the general aVlation industry. Single 
p~nel noise reduct~on tests were performed, and the results are glven 
in Figures 3.26 through 3.29. These results conf~rm that the limp 
panel assumption cay not be valid for these panels. At this test 
fac1.1ity, the nOlse reductl.on curve of a st.:mdard .032" alUmlnu. .. n panel 
shows a sJope of 6 dB/octave, which corresponed to cass-law value. 
However, three of tae fOUl trim parels tested had less than 6 dB/octave 
slope. These v:llucs are talJulated 1..1 the next chapter. Only panel 312 
had a slope of S dB/octave, far higher than mass-law slope. Panel 352 
had a near zero slope, as Cdn be seen from Figure 3.29. Both these 
44 
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J panels hav~ nearly the. S2.11e Ll;:oea density. 'lhile double-wall tests 
confirned these tc~nds. they also Jndlcated that t.he effectlvenes::: of 
panel 312 decreased and t~~~ of phnel 352 lncreased, thus eveo1ng out 
the difference. TIllS aspect is furrher d1scuss~d 1n the next chapter. 
In the low frequency region of 60-100 Hz, panel 347 was superior 
to all other p2.nels tested. Panel 347 WdS the thickest panel lO group 
2 and has two layers of 120 phenolic skin appl1cd to both sldes to 
stiffen the base ~terlul. Also 1t ig made of llght Rohacell material. 
This property of high stiffness and low mass increases its funda~ental 
resonance fre~uency. This ~akes panel 347 superlor to other panels in 
the low-frequency, stiffness-controlled region. 
The effect of attachment of the trim panel tc the channel section 
was also lnvestigated. Two types of attac~~ent procedures were trled. 
In one case the trim panel was screwed to the channel section by means 
of eight screws as &hown in Figure 2.2. The second attachmen l . 'tlas to 
simulate free-free edge conditions for th~ trl.:1l panel.. TIlis tlllS done 
by using 1/8" tlu.ck pre.,sure-sensit~ve adhesive t.:lpe. The results are 
compared in Tables 3.3 through 3.5. The results indicate that the 
effect of the att~chment is felt only 1n the very low frequency region. 
An increase of 0-2 dB is observea w1th the free-free edge cona1tlon. 
Th1S m1ght be due to the better lsolat10n of the trlc panel at very 
lO~1 frequencies. At 100 Hz the results were l.Ilconcluslve. It is 
possible that the vlbrat10n isolac10n of thl.s tape l5 not effective 
at and above 100 liz. At veri high frequencies the panels with tape 
.(- attachnent indlcate a gnlu of 0-3 dB. The results are w1thin the 
experioental scatter observed in thls frequency =eglon. Increased nass 





Table 3.3: Lt!'c.::t of 'lr~:n }'",n-:!l At:tachoent O~ -;:::~, 
~oise Rcduet~on Charaeter~s :es of :~lble-
1';4111 Par.el:l ... nth Alt.I:.l.nurc 
a. Tr~rn Pnnel 318 
Frequency Airgap Ins'..!:~~~on 
(Hz) Screw Tap I! Sere .. Tape 
40 12 14 13 16 
100 18 18 17 17 
30\) 29 32 30 31 
500 42 ,a 39 46 
1.000 48 50 56 59 
3000 62 63 78 80 
b. Trio Panel 325 
Frequency Augap Ins:::~~ion 
\ (Hz) Screw Tape Scre~ Tape 
40 18 18 20 20 
100 16 16 16 16 
300 42 43 31. 35 
500 45 46 41 46 
1000 53 53 59 59 
3000 65 65 78 78 
CRjGi~\;;'!... ~. -: ,: r:: 











Table 3.l.: CffeCl of Trirr: P.mel Attachment on the 
NO~5e ~~ducr.lon Craracterl~tlcs of Double-
Wall Pantl1:; Wl.Lh Alutnl.nuo Sklll; Depth 2" 
a. Tr{m Panel 313 
Frequency Al.rgap Insulation 
(Hz) Scre',; T.l.pe Sc:-ew Tape 
40 13 1t. 111 16 
100 16 15 III lj 
300 19 26 26 26 
500 45 42 43 42 
1000 47 SO 53 57 
3000 61 63 78 80 
b. Trl.m Panel 325 
Frequency Airgap Insulation 
(Hz) Screw Tape Sere:.; Tape 
40 16 l( 18 20 
100 1!' 1<' '.5 14 
300 3~ 35 32 35 
500 42 45 [13 41 
1000 :"7 49 54 56 
3000 61 63 74 76 

















N01se Reduc:~c~ Ch~racter1st1cs of Doub1e-
Ka11 Panels WH,l AlU"1lwur.' Skin; Panel Depth 1" 
a. Tr1~ P~~cl 318 
Airg:J.p Insulation 
Screw Tap~ Screw Tape 
14 15 IS 16 
13 ' '" ... J 13 14 
19 :!1 16 17 
35 "'., J~ 3:! 36 
[.2 43 48 51 
61 ~ .... 0..:. 72 75 
b. Tn1n Panel 325 
Augap Insulation 
Screw T.!pc. Screw T..lpe 
17 13 20 20 
15 12 15 15 
32 30 23 24 
37 41 35 35 
46 46 50 51 




4.1 INTRODt.:C nON 
The pred1cllon of ~lrcraft 1nter1or noise levels has attracted 
considerable ~ltention dur1ng recent years. One of the important parts 
of th~s investigalion 15 the accurate de~ermlnation of sound transm1S-
sion loss acrOS3 a fus£lagd sldewall throughout the frequency range of 
interest. A typic~l fus~lage sidewall consists of ~k1n, trlc, septa, 
fiberglass insularion, and airgap. A computer program was developed 
at the KU-F~ to calculata the transm1SS1on loss a~ross the double-wall 
structures whose n01~e reduct10n character1stics were be1ng investigated 
e;).:perin:entally. The main objective of che program was to COlIlpare th::! 
compu~er-cal;:t'1.ated results ~!1th che results obtalned from experimelltal 
investigat:!..cns. Th.: program is described in detail in Reference'> 1 
and 2. 
The progr<'::l follmols the cl-:;'s,:acal acoust1C transmIssion loss the-
ory used in References 8 3ud 9. In this program the sound transU~SS10n 
loss of a cultilayered p~nel is calculated froc the pressure losses 
across ind1vidual l3yers. The pressure loss across each layer 1S a 
funct10n of 1tS 01010 ~mpedance as well as the te~ln3ting impedance for 
that layer. ~le transm1ssion loss of a cultilayered panel is obt~1ned 
from the following equat10n: 
where TI. ~ rrans·~l.ssl.on, loss across the panel (dB) 




p - ?ressur~ on Lhe ~pC~1ver s1de (Pa) 
t 
p /p p : Pressure rat:10 across the panel of n layers l. _ 
n :2 Tot;!l nUMber of layers In the panel. 
The pressure ratio across the ~ltire panel is calculated from the 
pressure rat~os across each layer as 
where Pk/Pk + 1 = the pressure ratio acr03S ktn iayer. 
The pressure ratio across each layer is calculat:ed from the 
impedance ~ocel of that layer. Refclcnce 2 dEt~ils the types of 
irepedance models available in th~ 10J-FRL progra~. Thl.s program has 
been checked out using the inputs frem Reference 9. A few of the 
impedance ~cdels have been modifl.cd to facilitate cornparl.son with 
the cest results. I~port~nt modl.ficat:1cns are 
a. Actual ::ransm1ssion loss should measurt" only the inc1dent 
pressure on the source side. But at the ~~-FRL acoust1C 
test faci11ty the sourc~ micro?hone measure~ the blocked 
sound pressure, ~.rh1ch consists of both l.nCl.dent and ra-
fleeted pressures. Th~s effect has been taken into account 
in the program. 
b. The rece~ver c~crophone neasures both the transt:litted 
sound pressure and the reflected pressure froc the recel.ver 
C':l'll.ty. As explained in Appendix A, the rece1ver cavloty 
absorbs most of the tran~t:l~tted energy. Hence the contri-
bution of the reflected pre5sur~ loS :lssuzed to be negligl.ble . 
:n othC'r words, the dbsorption coeif1cl.ent of the cavlot·, has 
been assl~ed to be equal to 1. 
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c. At low frequency the rt'c,nving cavity stH [ens the panel 
due to Hel~holtz eff~ct. Th1S effect increases the measured 
fundamental resonance ftequency of the single panel. Hence 
the measured resonance fre~uency is greater t~an the calcu-
lated resonance frequency. Th1s effect can also be expected 
for the dOllble-wall panels. Since tne pucpose of the pr08ram 
is only t,) calculate the !lcuble-tolall cranstJl1ssion loss values, 
no mcdif1cat1ons have been done to account for th1s effect. 
This effect is taken into account by inputting the measured 
single panel resonance frequency of the trim and the sk1n 
panel, instead of calculat1ng their resonance frequencies 
with1n the program. 
d. In practice the trim panel is modelled as a liep panel. 
In class1cal sound transoission loss theory, limp panel 
impedance is directly proport10nal to the surface density 
and the frequency. The tranSID1ssion loss resulting from 
this impedance 15 knot.'[1 as t:'.ass-latl transmission loss. 
Under these assumptions the transmission loss 1ncreases by 
6 dB for doub11ng of either the nlass or the frequency. In 
a transt:lission loss vs frequency plot, this produces 6 dB/ 
octa'le slope. HQtolever. as can be seen from the test results 
(Figures 3.26 through 3.29), the slope of the least mean-
square line of the tr1m panels var1es considerably. Hence 
a simple mass-law assumpt~on seems to be ~nval1d for such 
tr~ panels. Three out of the four panel~ tested had slopes 
less than the theoretical values. Hence ~he use of mass-law 
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apprOX:l.l.!13tj on. pro':i'Jce$ a higher transmission loss !:or a 
double ?Dn~l. In ~rdar to overcome this problem, an addi-
tional opel.on for th." tri:a panel t:as introduced for the trim 
panel 1mpE'dance. In this opt1011 the measured slope is used. 
The nodel uses mass la~v l.rnpedancc for lew frequency and im-
pedance correspo~ding to the m~asured slope at high frequency. 
The expcrimenr.al slope l.S l.nput ~8 a ratio of the measured 
slope to theoretical slope (6 dB/octdv~), and this ratio is 
called the slope factor. Values of these factors for various 
trim panels are. gJ."e.n in Rt:;fercnce 2. For thl.s study these 
values were measured from Fi~ures 3.26 through 3.29. 
At this point it is pertl.nent to e~pJa1n thE' dl.fference in the 
terminology used to descrl.be rhe experimental and the theoretical re-
sults. The experl.:.lental results are called "noise reduction," and the 
theoretl.cal results are cnlled "transml.ssion loss." The reason for 
th~s is the following. The sound energy attenuation measured ~n this 
test facility is tr.ade up of ttva pares. Reference 6 defl.nc" the noise 
reduction at any frequency as 
where 
NR ~ 10 log(l + T/a) 
T = Panel transm~ssion loss coeff~Cl.ent at that frequency 
a ~ Absorption coefficient of the recel.ver cavl.ty at that 
frequency. 
The panel transm~ssion loss coeffl.cient is related to the panel pres-
sure !'at~o by 
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• 
where P =0 Blod..t~C lnCldi.!I1L pressure (Fa) i 
Pt - TcansmLtted pr~ssure (Pa). 
The absorption cocfficloent is normally less than one. When the 
cavity is nearly fully absorptive, as in ehc case 0: the KU-FR~ acoustic 
test facillty, the noise reduct~on and t=ansmlssion loss will be nearly 
the same. In case the cavHy 13 not fully absorptive, noise rcdu~tlon 
values in general ,nIl be less th.::.n tranS~lSSlon loss. At cavity reso-
nance frequencies sl!ch simplificatlOns ~.a11 not be valid. At the KU-F!tL 
experimental test [acllicy the receiver microphone measures both the 
transmitted pressure and the very weak reflectl0ns [rom the cavity ~alls. 
Hence the sound attenuation charac~eristics ceasured from this facility 
are noise reduction. The theoretical values calculated from the program 
do not contain any corrections and hence are transmission loss values. 
4.2 DETAILS OF THE INPUT DATA 
For the theoretical investigation the parameters chosen to vary 
were 
a. Panel depth 
b. Effect of sound insulation 
c. Effect of skin structure 
d. Effect of tr1m panel material and tr~at~ent. 
Four skin panels ami four trLm panels ~lere used for the comparison 
of the theoretical and the calculated values. The skin panels tested 
are given in Table 2.1. TrLm p:ln(!ls used ~vere 312, 318, 325, and 352. 
The details of these pa~els are pre~ented in Taule 2.2. The 1mpcdance 
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model used for tilE' skJ.n and trim panels ~laS the single mode -approy.!,-
matl.on. TIns approximation, desen-bed in detail in Reference 2, re-
quires sinble panel resonanc::> rrcq'lenc les of the skin panel and its 
damp1ng rat10 around that frequency reg1cn. The single panel test 
results from Reference 5 were used for the resonance frequ!ncies. 
The damping values of these panels h?.d been measured ,:md were repo"Cted 
in Reference 1. These value~ were used in the calculation of the 1:'1-
pedance. These values are tabulated 1n Table 4.1 
The tleChCIlical propert1es or the fiberelass insulation t",ere un-
known. Th1S insulation material was very similar to PF 105 f1berglass 
insulation discussed in Reference 6. Also the m1nor variations in 
porosIty and resist1vl.ty of the l.nsulation did not sl.gnificantly change 
the transmission loss values. Hence the porosl.ty and the resistiv1ty 
of PF 105 ~terial was u&ed. However, actual f1berglass density wdS 
input. 
The input dat~ requl.red for the trim panels were funda~enta. 
resonance frequency, damp1ng ratio, and the experimental slope of 
the noise red~ct1on and damp1n~ tests of the trim panels alone. These 
values are tabulated in Table 4.2. 
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The outputs frOl'l the COt1puter runs are plotted in Figures 4.1 
through 4.24 for the 48 comb1natl.Ons consl.dered. These calculated 
values are plotted as dotted IJnes ever the experL~ental values. 
tach figur~ conta~ns ~~ plots: on2 wl.th the f1berglass insulat10n 


















ORlai~~.~:. !. ~&~' ~ L.; 
Table 4.1: Input Data for Sldn Panels OF POCH ("l.I.:...i";-'{ 
Pt'sonancc Damp~ng Hass/unit area 
Frequency Ratio kg/M~ 
50 .015 2.24 
70 .03 1.58 
40 .02 1.23 
55 .02 1.48 
Table 1,.2: Input Data for 'i:rim Panels 
Resonance Damping Hass per Slope 
Frequency Ratio unit area Factor 
Hz 
0 .042 2.26 1.33 
50 .060 1.26 0.58 
60 .O7! • 2.04 0.83 
62 • 063 2.20 0.05 
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In general, it can be seen t:,,).t the ngree!:lent is reasonablE' for 
most of the cases tc<;t:cd. Due to the single !:lode approximation llsed 
in tht; pr::gr<lL1., the higl'er order mod~s of the skin and the trim panel 
are not present. Also not present arc the higher order c.lvity modes 
of the receiver cavity. As the theo~y does not ignore the higher 
httrmonic of the double-Hall p:mel-dir-panel resonance frequer.cies, 
they are present and can be seen at higher panel depth~ without any 
insulation between the walls. 
At low frequency region the calculated values agree well with 
the e~perimental double-wall results. These results are expected, 
since the input values arc experil1'ental, single-panel, flJndamental 
resonance frequencies of skin and trim panels. This indic~tes that 
at low frequenc~es the transmission loss is a function of single-
panel st~ffness. This is true wh~n the f~cquer.cf is well below the 
func.'U!lental resonance frequency of either the skin or the trim panel. 
In the frequency region between 100 and 500 Hz, wh~ch is the 
region of greatest importance fer general aviation interior aircraft 
noise, the fundamental skin 01;." tr~1:l resonance frequency and the funda-
mental double-wall, panel-air~pancl frequency occur. As can be seen, 
the theoretic31 values overpredicr the measured values by a large 
valu~ (75 Hz). The reason for this is not underst~od. Figure 4.25 
shows the measured and the calculated double-wall resonance frequency 
as a function of the thickness of the double-I.all panel. The effect 
of the panel depth on the measured and the caluclaced resonance fre-
quencies is the salCe; but '3omchow the experimental values are always 
lower by 75 to 100 H~, depending upon the trim par.el. At the time of 
writing this report, this discr~pancy is not resolved. Hence, around 
1 this frequency region, ~edsured values of noiRe reduction do not agree with the calcJlatcd tra~smission loss values. Ho~cver, the trends are 
I the sa!L1c. 
In the high frequency region (abov~ 500 Hz) the h1sher order panel 
T modes and the cavity mod~3 are not predicted. ~Hth airgdps ehe har-
monics of panel-air-panel resonances drc vi~iole. The agreement with 
the test results depends on the trim panel and tbe depth of panel. 
Increase in pane! depth decrease3 the fundamental panel-air-panel 
resonance by the sace amount as the experLnental reSults, as can be 
seen from Figure 4.25. At 3000 Hz frequency the calculated transrnis-
sion los<; dips at 2" depth because of this resonance frequency. This 
has also been obst:!!:Ved in the e}:pericental ;:esul ts. H1th the insu-
latjon no de~rease in noise reduction is obsarvcd n~ar the harmonic 
of the panel-air-panel resona~ce frequency. Whenever the theoretical 
results are above 90 dB, the differ~nce between the experimental values 
and the theoreticaj values is large. This is due to the limitat10n of 
the d}~amic range of the Lnstru~entation. 
The theoretical re5ults o",'el"predict the lJ.iSh frequency noise 
redur tion of the double-wall p:mel with teim p:mel 312, and they 
underpredict the noise reduction of the double-wall nanel with tr~nl 
panel 352. This is because of the vuriation L~ the actual slope of 
the trim panels. TI1e slope of panel 312 is 8 dB/octave, and that of 
panel 352 is nearly zero. These results indicaec that the double-wall 
r results even out these differences. Reasonably geod fit is obtained 
i 
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Figure 4.25: Co~parison of Exper1~ent31 and Theoret1cal 
Fundamental Panel-A1r-Panel Resonance Frequency 
of the Double-Wall Panel 
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T it can be concluded that: the uOllble tolall acts as tnough the tn.l'l panel 






CCNCLUS rmlS A:lD RECO:'1:rE11D,\ nONS 
In this report the e:~er1oental noise attenuation characteristics 
or flat, dOllble-t.rclll panels arc presented. A :nrr.ple, classical, sound 
transmission loss model has been developed for lIultl.ldyered panels. 
The e).-perimental resul~s are compared ~1th the theoretical results. 
The result,> of the tests desc!"1bed in this report have demonstrated 
the follo~ll.ng character1stics "f the sound trans::lissl.On through double-
wall structures: 
The re~mlts of the tests agree, in general, with the .3imple 
theoretical model. 
At very lou frequenc1es (below 100 Hz) the noise reduction 
is a function only of the stiffness of e~ther skin or tri~ 
panel. Hence use of a double-wall panel presents no add1tl.onal 
gain over U.3C of the sil1gle-~all structure. 
At frcq~encies of 100 to 500 Hz, the overall noi~e reducticn 
of the double-wall pallel 1S normally lower than the n01se re-
duction of the &ingle panel w1th the same panel weight. How-
ever, the noise reduct10n at these frequenc"es 1S so much a 
function of the double-wall, panel-air-panel, resonance fre-
quencles that any conclusl.on on the effic1ency of the double wall 
without knOWledge of the ey.c~tation frequency and the double-
wall characteristics u~ll not be valid. By proper desl.gn~ng of 
the double-'vall panel treatment, the coincidence of the panel-
ai~-panel resonance fr~quency and the exc1tat10n frequency may 
88 
T be avoided. Thc doubl~ wall may also be deslgned to 81V~ a 
higher nOlse reduction at the excltation fr~quencies. 
T In the high frequency region, ever. though the slope of Lhe 
noise reductlon curve of t~e double-wall panel exceed~ that 
of th~ cingl~-wall panel, t:he experimental va.lues are louer 
than the theoreticdlly predicted 12 dB/octave. One of the 
causes for the discrepancy is the assumptl0n that the trim 
panel behaves lil~e a lir.lp panel following m.:lss-Iaw l.mpeci.mce. 
In particula.r for tha douole-t/all panels investigated, the 
effect of the airgap depth in tte high frequency region 15 
negligible outside the range 0: the hat"T:lanics of the panel-
air-panel resonance frequencies. 
Of the skin panels :ested, the aluminu~ skin panel offers 
higher high-frequency noise reduction by virtue of lts 
greater m3SS. At low frequencies, graphite-epoxy panels 
have up to 7 dB higher noi~e reductlon than the Kevlar 
panels. One-to-one comparison between these panels ~s not 
possible, due to thp. varicl nature of the thickness and the 
stiffener char2~terist~cs. The effec= of an additional st1f-
fener L'1 thl! skin panel is to increase the laT.-frequency nOl-se 
rcduct~on by about 4 dB. The addltional stiffener has a neg-
lig~ble effect on the noise reductlon at high frequencles. 
The effect of the f~berglass insulat~on in the low-frequency 
T -
. 
'I< 1 region ~s ~~all and at tines slightly uegat~ve. 
~ 
r- J -) 
In the h~8h frequency region Lhe installat~on of the fiber-
glass i'1sulatl.on damps out the resonance effects and also 






-increase~ :h~ no~sa reducticin due to the viscous losses. 
This Lncrease l~ directly proportLon~l t~ the insulatLon 
thickne:ss. 
The effect of the trim panel is not significant LR the low 
frequency region. Increcse in the trim panel Ulass results 
in a slightly lc~.!er nOLae reduction. 
At high frequencJ.es the case material and the treatment of 
the trim panel playa r.laJor cole in the noise reduct.lon 
cha~acteristics of both double-wall and single-wall panels. 
Of the trim panels tested, panels wLth .5" foam as part of 
the treat~ent h3d the best noise reductJ.on 1n the high fre-
quency regLon, even after consideratLon oE theLr increased 
mass. 
Due to the inscr~ment l~Ltation, the effect of very hLgh 
trim panel den:;Lty on the hi311 frequency noise reductl.on 
could not be accurately determined. However, as the nOLse 
reduction is well above 80 dB, it LS cons~dered that Lhis 
may not be worthwhLle. 
Sunple, classical. multilayered transnll.SSl.on loss theory 
predicts the double-~"all tranSIDLSSl.On loss reasonably well 
if the ~ctual sin51e-~all data, ~ncludl.ng the slope of the 
tr~ pnnel no~sc reductl.on CUl~e, are input. The theoretical 
double-~aJI results <!o not match with the expe.riment<ll re-
suIts when the t=~o panel slope differs very much froo the 
mass-la~v slor.:. 
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T One of the I!lajor d",Uclct:-;::..es of thlS prcg:-am 1S the deter-
cinatloh of tne (un~2ffient~1 ranel-a1r-panel resonance. Even 
J though the clCperunen~al values follow the same trend as the 
theoretical values, they dre 75 to 100 Hz lower. Thr re~~on 
for this is yet to be d~termined. 
Based on the results, it is re.:ornmend~d that. the computer model 
and the test procedure be studie(1 to hnd the cause for thE' r.li~ma tch 
betHeen the exp'!ri:r.entdl and the "heo.etical re3ults. It is also 
recomme~ded that additlonal tests be conducted to quant~fy the var10US 
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DETAIL AND CH. .... :t.\CTERISTICS OF THE KU-FRL ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY 
Tha deslgn ana conncructlon det~lls of the KU-fRL acoustlC test 
f..lCl1ity have been de-;crlbed In Reference 3. Reference!. describ~s 
the invcst::..gatlO:l c~=ried o'..!t to deten1l.ne the characteristics of the 
test facility. Sal~ent features from these report are presented below. 
A.l DESrG~l <\.\'"0 CmiSTRUr.nON DETAILS 
The test facility conslsts of tuo chambers: the source chamber 
and the receiv.::!r chiiIJber. The t~st panel loS ::lcuntE:.d ~etween these tuo 
chambers. The -;ourct' cha:!:ber--conslsting of a maSSlve brick wall, a 
concrete collar, and a steel box--contains nine evenly spaced loud-
speakers. TIlis chd~be~ can be consldered to be a speaker box. Its 
purpose is to support the speakers and to prevent sound radiation to 
the r~ar and the sldes. It conta~ns 30und absorblng materlals to 
mlnimize stanclng waves. These waves can induce undeslrable speaker-
sound radiatlon characterlstics. A ~~ll d15tance, about one inch, 
separates the test panel froo the front slde of the speaker baffle. 
This arran~e=ent prevents standlng waves between the baffle and the 
test pane! at [requencles in t~2 r~nge of Lncerest, 20 - 5000 Hz. 
Other standlng uaves, parallel to the panel and the speaker baffle, 
could disturb the desLred uniformlty of exci~atlon at the panel surface. 
The strength of these waves, however, lS reduced Ly sound absorblng 
~terial, which nearly fills all lhe space between the ~affle and the 
test panel. The receJ.vlng cha:noer is an aCOllst~c terninatioOl, ~ ... hlCh 
absorbs al:nost all the sound energy. To f.::cilHate the Lnstallatlon 
( of test speciro~ns betwc2n this tenn1nnt10n and the speakc~ box, the 
reCCl.'J1ng chamber is mounted on tJhf;!els and rest:s on a steel table. 
j Figures A.I and A.Z show t~e details. 
The test-speC1m~n size is 20 inches by 20 inches. One inch along 
the edges is used to clamp the test specimen bet~een the two chdmbers. 
This l~aves an exposed <l::e:l of 18 inches by 18 1nches. Th1s 1S the 
maximum size of the test spe~icen that can be tested at this facility. 
The loudspeakers can be driven by al1 arnpll.ficd signal from a 
pure tone generator, a frequency sweep oscl.llator, a random noise 
generator, or a tape recording of in-flight boundary layer fluctuat10ns 
(Fl.gure A.3). An equali~er is included in the sound generatl.on system 
to obtal.n a reasonably flat input spectrum. The noise measuring syst~m 
includes two 1/4" or l/2" B&K microphones, one on each side of the test 
p~,el. Tne output signals of the microphones are fed to a (narrow 
band) real-time analyzer. Th~ resulting spectra are transferrad to an 
Ii-·S microcomputer where they arc stored on floppy dl.sks. The data is 
the:l transferred to the KU-FRL HINe computer through the phone lines, 
where noise reduction curves are plotted using an HP 7225B plotter. 
The facility has a ser~es or adaptors whl.ch are used to test the 
n01se reduct10n characterl.stics at different angles of incl.dence. In 
add1t~on a tension device ~s ava11able wn~ch perm~ts invest1gatl.on 
updcr uniaxial or b1ax1al (tensile) stresses. To test the effect of 
pressurization on the s~und trans~~ss~on loss of a panel, a depressur-
ization system has been l.nstalled. with this system the pressure l.n 
the source chamber can be reduced. At present all tests are being 
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I A.2 CHA'.ACTERIS"nC'J 07"' THE T;::S1' FACILITY 
'If 
Seve=al inve~tig~t!~ns were c~rried JUr to determine ac~urately 
the char~cteristics of tl'is tCG~ facility. The resul:s are de~cribed 
in References 3 and 4. Notable co~~luDiono are C1ven below. 
1. At high frzquencies uoin5 a sland~rd panel, the slope of the 
noise reductlon curve obtained correspond., to that predicted 
b) oass law (i.e., 6 dB/octave). However, dctual values are 
overpredicted by ~t least 3 to 4 dB. 
2. The plane wave approximation is jUDtified only below a fre-
quency of BCO Hz at short distances from the speaker baffle. 
However, this 7ariation seems to have not much effect on the 
slope of the noise reduction curve. It is a130 justified 
over the entire frequency range tested (20 to 5000 Hz) if 
the distance from the source is at least 34 incheD. 
3. Although all the ualls havf' been coverE!d very carefully with 
high quality absorption mal-:;rlal, standing ~",'lVes haup not 
been fully pre'Jented. 
4. In addition, the reflections from the side walls affect th~ 
signal measured by the rcc~i7er microphone. These reflec-
nons and the standing t.la'.'es result in addit1.onal peaks and 
dips in the measured spectra, ~vhen narrOl.:-band analysis is 
carried oue. 
5. The use of a sweep oscillator tJ'ith a 'Jery slow stJ'eep rate 
1s a satinfactcry substitute to measure sound transmission 





6. Each of th~ nine ·;[>eak.:rc has its owL1 frequenc!, response 
ch3ractcr~stics. 
7. TI,e effect of the poss1ble reflections off the back pdnel 
o[ the rec~iving chat'lber 13 so lou that it is within the 
experi~ental scatter. 
8. Removal of the back panel of the source chaI"'bcr affects the 
results below 60 Hz. 
9. The air in the closed cav1ty backing the test specimen acts 
as an additional stiffness, raising the fundamental panel 
resonance frequency. For a ~imple panel the analytical model 
gives an accurate account (within 5% accuracy) of this ef-
feet. 
10. The edge condit~ons of tpa test panel are sonewhere between 
si~ply supported and cl~ped, and tnis complicates any com-
parison of measured and theoretical vdlues in the low-
frequency region. In the high-frequency reg1on, presence 
of the cavity resonances and the sound absorp:1on capability 
of the sOllnd absorption matcrJ..als coraplicate comparisoc of 
mdasured sound transmission ~ith theoretical predictions. 
However, the results from the fac1l1ty agree with the results 
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Figure 3.16: NCl.se Renuct:wn Character~stl.cs of Doubie-T,J'all Panel Xace of 
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Figure B.17: };o~se ReductDn CI13:racten.st~cs of Jouble-ti'all Panel :'!ade of 
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Figure 3.18: Nc~se Reduc !:~cn Charact(~nst ~cs 0 f Double-'.jall Panel }!ade of 
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F~gur(' B.20: ~ioise Red<.lct1on Character~st:lcs of Double-t.:.1.11 Panel :!ade of 
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F~gure B.2l: ~~o~:::<! Redl!cocn Char.lcten.5tl.CS of DOl!ble-l.[all Panel :!ade of 
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Figure 0.24' ~01se Reduction Charncter1st1cs of Double-~~ll Panel ~nde of 
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Figure B. 25: No~se Reduct~on Chal".:lc ce=~sncs of Couhle-l.Jall P,"nel :1ade of 
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Figure B.26: Noise Reduction Ct:uructcrlst.lC" of Double-Ilall Panel ~ladc of 
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Figure B. 27: ~lol.se Reduc:l.on Characterl.s::ic5 of Double-wall Panel Made of 
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Figure 8.53: ~o1se Re~uctlon Ch3r3cter~st!cs of Double-Wall Panel Made of 
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